NOTICE OF TENDER (NOT)

Country Name: Republique de Côte d’Ivoire
Project Name: Project of Construction and Equipment of three (03) high schools of Excellence for girls
Sector: Education
Works
Mode of Financing: KFAED loan

Contract title: construction works of a high school of excellence for girls with dormitories at BOUNDIALI

ICB N° : T…………/2022

1. The Government of the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire has received funding from the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development (KFAED) “the Fund” to finance the Construction and Equipment Project for three (03) High Schools of Excellence for Girls and intends to use part of this funding to make payments for construction works contracts for a high school of excellence for girls with dormitories at BOUNDIALI.

The contract resulting from this invitation to tender will be awarded on the basis of a global and fixed price.

2. The Project Management Unit for the Construction and Equipment of three (03) High Schools of Excellence for Girls solicits bids under seal from eligible bidders who meet the qualifications required to carry out the construction works of a high school of excellence for girls with dormitories at BOUNDIALI in a single lot:

- Lot No
- Description
- Completion time

Single Lot: Construction works of a high school of excellence for girls with dormitories at BOUNDIALI: Fifteen (15) months

Any delay beyond the execution time will lead to the rejection of the tender.

3. The Tendering procedure will be an International Call for Bids as defined in the procedures for the procurement of goods, works and related services under Projects financed by the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development (KFAED) and open to all eligible bidders as defined in the Guidelines. Prospective candidates are also advised to familiarize themselves with KFAED’s rules on conflicts of interest.

4. Interested and eligible bidders may obtain information from the Project Management Unit (PMU), Tél. (+225) 27 22 42 71 45, Coordinator DAGNOGO Yacouba, E-mail: dagnogoj2@gmail.com and take note of the bidding documents at the address mentioned hereafter:

Abidjan, Cocody - Il Plateaux 7ème Tranche; island n°234; lot n°2814

Adress : 28 BP 966 Abidjan
Tel : (+225) 27 22 42 71 45
Couriel : ugp.pcelf3@gmail.com

From 08:00 am to 12:00 noon and 2:00 pm to 5 :00 pm Universal Time during the working days.

5. The tender Document in French can be purchased by any interested bidder at the address below against a non-refundable payment of one hundred and fifty thousand (150,000) CFA francs. The method of payment will be cash. The bidding documents will be withdrawn from the Project Management Unit.

6. Tenders must be delivered to the address below no later than the 01/12/2022 at 10:00 am Universal Time. Electronic submission of bids will not be permitted. Any proposal arriving after the date and time limits for submission of offers will be rejected. Bids will be opened in the presence of bidders’ representatives and persons present at address number, Abidjan, Cocody - Il Plateaux 7ème Tranche; island n°234; lot n°2814 mentioned below the date 01/12/2022 at 10:30 am Universal Time.

7. Tenders must be accompanied by a “bid guarantee” issued by a bank or financial institution or a third party approved by the Minister of the Economy and Finance in the amount of one hundred and forty million (140 000 000) CFA francs. The tender guarantee must remain valid for twenty-eight (28) days after the expiry of the initial period of validity of the tender, i.e. one hundred and forty-eight (148 (120 + 28)) days from the deadline for submission of tenders.

If a bidder produces a bid guarantee from a foreign bank (bank outside the WAEMU), it must be accompanied by an agreement signed between the guarantor and a bank established in Côte d’Ivoire or in the WAEMU area.

Tenderers must have the references and the legal, human, technical and financial capacities necessary to carry out activities similar to those covered by the contract, as indicated in the tender documents (See the Call for Tenders document for detailed information). The qualification requirements are:

(a) have achieved over the past five (05) years (2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020) or (2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021) an average annual turnover from commercial activities of any kind of an amount greater than or equal to: eleven billion five hundred million (11 500 000 000) CFA francs. For contractors less than five years old, this amount will be calculated according to the number of years of existence.

(b) have over the past ten (10) years (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020) or (2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021), successfully completed as a contractor at least one (01) project of nature and complexity similar to the work specified in Section III of the Call for Tenders -evaluation criteria for an amount at least equivalent to six billion (6 000 000 000) CFA francs each, execution of contracts for new building construction and/or rehabilitation of buildings and/or public works;

(c) present the equipment and personnel specified in Section III – Evaluation Criteria.

(d) have cash and/or credit facilities, net of other contractual commitments and any advance payment that would be made under the Contract, of an amount at least equivalent to two billion (2 000 000 000) CFA francs.

Bidders will remain committed to their bid for a period of one hundred and twenty (120) days from the deadline for submission of bids. (eliminatory).

Upon validation of the decision to award the contract(s), the Contracting Authority will publish in the Official Bulletin of Public Contracts and by posting on its premises, the award decision and will keep available to Candidates, the analysis report of the Bid Opening and Tender Judgment Committee, which guided the said award, to the address below.

The contracts resulting from this Call for Bids will be subject to the formalities of registration stamp and regulatory fee (0.5% of the amount excluding tax of the contract) at the expense of the successful tenderers.

This Call for Tenders is subject to the laws and regulations in force in Côte d’Ivoire, in particular to Ordinance No. 2019-679 of July 24, 2019 as well as the directives of the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development (KFAED).

8. The address (es) referred to above is:

Project Management Unit
Abidjan, Cocody - Il Plateaux 7ème Tranche ; island n°234; lot n°2814

DAGNOGO Yacouba, Coordinator
28 BP 966 Abidjan 28
Tel : (+225) 27 22 42 71 45
Couriel : ugp.pcelf3@gmail.com

The Coordinator
DAGNOGO Yacouba